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Purpose of this Guidance
MOVING BEYOND CLASSIFICATION TOWARDS MANAGING RESOURCES SUSTAINABLY

- To help preparers and users of reserves and resources with numbers used in
  - Resource policy and strategy formulation,
  - Government resource management,
  - Industry business process management, and
  - Capital allocation

- No changes to the UNFC
- No changes to the various regulatory requirements set by Governments or accounting standard setters
Activities since April 2017

- Published for public comment
- Case studies in progress
- WPs in different EU-projects
- Swedish Government commission w Swedish EPA
- Training and workshop activities
  - Stavanger
  - Geneva
- Presentations @ eg
  - Fennoscandian Mining and Exploration Conference, FEM, Levi, Finland
  - EIT Raw Materials Week in Brussels
  - WRF in Geneva
Coherence between the value chains of Government and industry for an effective industrial ecosystem
UNFC adds the economic and social dimension and holds non-sales production for waste management – residual management.
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2014 – MMD, ok but appealed by EPA
2012 – MÖD, ok
2009 – MÖD, ok -> to MMD for conditions

2006 – application from company
2013 – High Court sends back down to MMD
2015, May – MÖD, case at rest, wait for gov. decision on new N2K
2015, Aug – New N2K, by gov
2017, Oct – MÖD opens case again

2008 – MMD rejection
2011 – MMD rejection, appeal
2017, May – High Court, backing gov N2K

MMD: Land and environmental Court
MÖD: Land and environmental court of appeal
HFD: Administrative court of appeal
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